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Abstract

This is the Gaia DPAC Software User Manual Document for DU 438, describing how to obtain simulated test data for Non-Single Stars.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Objectives

Simulated data have to be produced to be used as input, and for the validation, of the various Non Single Stars (NSS) softwares. The DU438 software allows to obtain the needed simulated data for the following CU4 DUs: DU432, DU433, DU434, DU436, DU437, DU439. The software delivers part of the data only (the list of sources), while the other CU2 tools (GASS, GIBIS, GOG) have to be run afterwards using these sources. Typically, DU433 will provide the source list to GIBIS while the other DUs will use GOG.

The specific needs of the CU4 NSS DUs implies however that these tasks may have to modify the software content and some information for this purpose is given here.

1.2 Scope

This document is intended for the CU4 NSS use only, and in particular for the DU432, DU433, DU434, DU436, DU437, DU439.

1.3 Applicable Documents


1.4 Reference Documents


1.5 Definitions, acronyms, and abbreviations

The following is a complete list of acronyms used in this document:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CU</td>
<td>Coordination Unit (in DPAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPAC</td>
<td>Data Processing and Analysis Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DU</td>
<td>Development Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD</td>
<td>Interface Control Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSS</td>
<td>Non Single Stars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Provided user functions

2.1 DU438Main

2.1.1 Prerequisites

Beside the DU438 software, the GaiaSimu.jar and some data files are also needed. The software installation is described in Arenou (2009).

2.1.2 User input

The exact information about the options to the program may obtained with

    ant help

which outputs:

Syntax: java DU438 [--options...] <DU-name> [<minNbStars> [<magLim> [<distLim>]]]

Generate the simulated sources for a given NSS DU

Options:
--ascii
Outputs old ascii data (not gbin format)

--fixedRandom
Generates always the same star list (fixed random seed)
--help
Displays this text and exits

--version
Displays program version

<DU-name>:
DMS: default standard NSS simulation (Def: 1000 stars)
DU432: VIMs with perspective effects (Def: 1000 stars)
DU433: Visual binaries (Def: 1000 stars)
DU434: Spectroscopic binaries (Def: 1000 stars)
DU436: Short period eclipsing binaries (Def: 1000 stars)
DU437: Extrasolar planets (Def: 1000 stars)
DU439: astrometric+spectroscopic binaries (Def: 1000 stars)

<minNbStars>:
minimum number of stars to generate
Default: (depends on DU - see above)

<magLim>:
limiting magnitude
Default: 20.0

<distLim>:
limiting distance (pc)
Default: 50000.0

Note the --fixedRandom option which uses always the same random seed, leading to the same objects in the same chosen sky zones. The physical properties of the object can change if the simulation code DU43p is modified, though.

2.1.3 Input data

No input data is needed as the data are simulated.

2.1.4 Output data

The data is written under the output/cycle*n directory.

Prior to cycle 6 (or when the --ascii option is used): The source list is written in ascii format and will be named DU43p.source. The format of the source can be found in the universe model ICD, (RD [Reylé et al.] 2008).

From cycle 6 on: The source list is in gbin format. It will be named UMStellar.gbin and written under a DU43p directory. Its content is described at section CU2:UM in [Hernandez] (JH-001).
The file can then be given to Gog as input user file to produce the epoch and final data.

### 2.1.5 Logging

The output of a short run using e.g.

```bash
ant DU437 -Dnbstars=1
```

would typically look like:

```java
07:54:28 DEBUG...ultiDimReaderJarImpl: Opening ../GaiaSimu/data/gaiaparamdb//Nature/Neptune_Ephemeris_004.fits in local filesystem
07:54:28 INFO ...gaia.cu4.du438.DU438: DU438 (fixed random) init at May 15, 2009 7:54:28 AM
07:54:29 INFO ...gaia.cu4.du438.DU438: Using the [ DU437 ] simulation (Extrasolar planets) up to mag 13.0, 100.0 pc and 1 stars
07:54:29 INFO ...gaia.cu4.du438.DU438: Already 0 for 1 requested
07:54:29 INFO ...gaia.cu4.du438.DU438: l=215.5077 b=-37.4232 radius=0.0852 --> 2 objects, first Id=*120459586-000000+
07:54:29 INFO ...gaia.cu4.du438.DU438: Already 2 for 1 requested
```

### 2.1.6 Controls

### 2.1.7 How to run

Beyond the classical call with the options shown above, and in order to simplify the run, the `build.xml` also provides the following targets:

- `ant DMS [-Dnbstars=n] [-Doption="--fixedRandom"] [-Doption2="--ascii"]`
- `ant DU432 [-Dnbstars=n] [...]
- `ant DU433 [-Dnbstars=n] [...]
- etc.

Once the source list is obtained, it can be submitted to GOG, through its web interface,
2.1.8 Contingencies

When software modifications are needed to accommodate special DU needs, the only file to be modified is

gaia.cu4.du438.current_cycle/DmsSimuDU43p.java

Most probably, only the OrbitalParams secondaryOrbit() public method will have to be adapted to change the desired range of period, etc.

![Figure 1: File directory organisation for DU 438, cycle 5. The DU438 software writes the source lists in output/cycle\text{n}, lists which can be used either using configurations in conf/cycle\text{n} to produce locally GOG output (if GOG software is locally present, or, preferently and more quickly, via web request to CNES). Perl scripts in test/cycle\text{n} are available for post-processing.]

2.1.9 Properties

The needed properties files for DU438 are the conf/gaiasimu.properties, the conf/gaiatools.properties, and the conf/logging.properties. As for GOG, they are given in the conf/cycle\text{n} directory, e.g. conf/cycle\text{n}/gog.properties, or conf/cycle\text{n}/gogconfig-DU43p.xml.